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Exception #1: The ALJD erroneously failed to consider, find, and
conclude that the Space Needle at all times complied with WKYC-TV.

7

Exeeptior►s #3m9: The ALJD erroneously failed to find and conclude that
there did not exist offer, acceptance, and consideration in the context of a
bargained-for-exchange necessary to find a binding agreement requiring
the Space Needle to restart the dues deduction program.

~

There was no offer by the Union.

D

There was no consideration offered by the Union.

10

There was no acceptance of an offer by the Space Needle.

10

Exceptions #10-11: The ALJD erroneously failed to find and conclude
that to the extent an agreement existed, the agreement was that the Space
Needle would not violate the law after issuance of the WKYC-TV
decision and it is undisputed that the Space Needle complied with the
law after issuance of the WKYC-TV decision.

12

E~cceptions #12-13: The ALJD erroneously failed to consider, find and
conclude that to the extent there existed an agreement between the
parties, the agreement was not breached.

14

Exception► #14: The ALJD erroneously failed to consider, find and
conclude that any alleged agreement to restart dues deduction is barred
by the Union's misrepresentation.

15

Exceptior►s #15-16: The ALJD erroneously failed to consider, find and
conclude that the General Counsel's claim that Respondent entered into a
legally binding agreement to restart dues deduction is barred by the
doctrines of unilateral andlor mutual mistake.

17

E~cception #17: The ALJD ert•oneously failed to consider, find and
conclude that only with consideration was never accepted by the Space
Needle.
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E~eeptions #1~-19: The ALJD erroneously erred in allowing the
General Counsel to assert a new theory at the hearing inconsistent with
the Complaint allegation regarding server recall.

24

Exceptions # l~ end 20 42. The ALJD erroneously found that the
Respondent "manipulated the schedule" to avoid recalling Dube, and
failed to find and conclude that the Respondent did not manipulate the
recall procedure in order to preclude recall of employees during Dube's
seniority window.

27

The March 7 requisition form does not establish manipulation of the
schedule.

27

There was no evidence presented that servers were forced to take a
shift.

28

There was no change in practice with respect to on-call shifts.

29

There was no chan~ei in practice with respect to interviews.

31

What servers chose to do in Maw 2011 before the summer bid
compared to what servers chose to do in March 2013 does not
support a claim that the Space 1mTeedle manipulated a schedule.
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Exceptior►s #43: The ALJD erroneously failed to consider, find and
conclude that the General Counsel failed to carry its burden by failing to
establish an adverse action against the alleged discriminatees.

32

Exceptions #44-SOo The ALJD erroneously failed to find and conclude
that the General Counsel had failed to establish that any of the alleged
animus was a motivating factor in any adverse action taken against
employees.

33

Exceptions #51-52: The ALJD erroneously failed to find and conclude
that the General Counsel had not alleged a "collateral damage" or
"camouflage" theory and that the evidence did not support such a theory,

35

Exception #53o Even if the General Counsel had presented a primafacie
case and carried its ultimate burden, the ALJD erroneously failed to find
and conclude that the Space Needle had met its affirmative defense by
showing that the same action would have occurred regardless of Union
Activity.
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Exce~ti~ns 56-590 The ALJD erred by finding that the February 5, 2013
letters to employees violated Section 8(a)(1) ofthe Act.

39

E~ce~tio~xs 60-62; The ALJD erroneously found and concluded that the
Space Needle unlawfully tracked employee action to obtain and
complete union resignation forms.

41

Exception 63-65: The ALJD erroneously found and concluded that
~-Iuman Resources Manager Beth Reddaway coerced an employee by
telling him that if he signed a dues authorization Form, he would owe six
months of back dues.
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The following brief in support of Exceptions to Administrative Law Judge Mary
Miller Cracraft's March 5, 2014 Findings, Conclusions, and Order (hereinafter "ALJD") is
respectfully submitted by Respondent (the "Space Needle"). The Space Needle operates an
iconic observation tower and restaurant in downtown Seattle.

It has had a collective

bargaining relationship for many years with UNITE H.E.R.E. Local No. ~("Union") for its
food and beverage bargaining unit.' (Tr. 50:20-23).
The parties have had a long history of stable labor relations since the 1980s. The
parties have also been involved in a protracted labor dispute since 2011 because the Union
has insisted on inserting new provisions relating to subcontracting and successorship into the
labor agreement.

The ALJD reached erroneous findings and conclusions that were

unsupported by the record and contrary to Board precedent. The Complaint against the
Space Needle must be dismissed.
~AI'ROI,I.I)U~S I)~DUCTIOI~T

The facts regarding this claim were not contradicted by the General Counsel and are
as follows. The Space Needle's last collective bargaining agreement with the Union expired
on May 31, 2011. (G.C. Exh. 33). The parties operated under aday-to-day extension of the
Agreement until late May 2012. (Tr. 509:4-7; 745:2-10). At that time, the Space Needle
announced that it was terminating the extension agreement and would be terminating the
deduction of Union dues under the expired labor agreement. (Tr. 671:16-672:6).
Accordingly, pursuant to then-existing NLRB law under Bethlehem Steel, 136 NLRB 1500
~ References to the Administrative Law Judge Mary Millet• Ci•act•aft's March S, 2014 Decision are
indicated as "(ALJD ~." Citations to witness testimony contained in the official transcript of the
proceeding are indicated as "(Tr. PAGE : LiNE)." Citations to exhibits are indicated as "(R. Exh
,
p.~"or "(G.C. Exh
, p. ~."
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(1962), the Space Needle lawfully ceased deducting dues from employee paychecks on
June 1, 2012. (Tr. 509:4-7; 745:2-10; G.C. Exh. 37).
Despite the lawfulness of Respondent's cessation of dues deductions, on June 5,
2012, the Union filed an unfair labor practice charge with Region 19 under Case No. 19-CA082477 alleging that the Space Needle had unlawfully, without bargaining, ceased dues
deduction at the expiration of the contract. (IZ. ~xh.l). Region 19 issued a Complaint and
Notice of Hear^zng on the Union's charge, setting a hearing date for January 22, 2013.
(R. Exh. 3)2 The Region did not withdraw this Complaint until March 6, 2013.
On December 12, 2012, the NLRB issued its decision in WKYGTV, 359 NLRB No.
30 (2012). The Board announced in the WKYGTV case that it was reversing the holding in
Bethlehem Steel and was prospectively going to require an employer to bargain with a union
before discontinuing dues deduction after the expiration of a labor agreement. (Tr. 13:1415).
On December 19, 2012, the Union sent a letter ghostwritten by its attorney to Beth
Reddaway, Human Resources Manager for the Space Needle. (G.C. Exh. 58; Tr. 509:8-17).
The Union's labor counsel ghostwriting a letter to Reddaway was unusual, as previously
when discussing the lawfulness of the dues cessation the Union communicated directly with
the Space Needle's labor counsel. (R. Exh. 2). In its letter, the Union falsely stated that the
WKYC-TV decision required the Space Needle to immediately resume the discontinued dues
deduction program, and demanded that the Space Needle restore the dues check-off program
by the next pay date. (Id.). At the time the Union sent the December 12 letter, it knew that
the Space Needle's labor counsel was out of his office on vacation through the Christmas
holidays and through a good part of the month of January. (Tr. 546:11-14; 675:19-676:4).

~ The hearing date was subsequently moved to Apt•i12013. (Tr. 713:3-13).
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The Space Needle did not immediately respond to the Union's December 19 letter, nor did it
reinstitute the dues deduction practice as demanded by the Union. (Tr. 655:1-14; 674:9-24;
681:4-16). Understandably, prior to committing to any position on the legal implications of
WKYGTV,the Space I~Teedle was waiting for its vacationing labor counsel to weigh in on the
issue which he did in February 2013. (Tr. 676:1-681:3).
In the interim, on January 2, 2013, the space Needle sent a response letter• to the
Union. The letter was written by Ikon Sevart, the Space Needle's CEO, and signed by Robin
Ylvisalcer, the Space Needle's Vice President of Finance, because Beth Igeddaway was out of
the office. (Tr. 676:Sv7; G.C. Exh. 59). The letter equivocally stated:
We are comfortable in our decision related to dues deduction post termination
of the day-to-day extension of our Agreement on May 29, 2012, but feel the
recent NLRB ruling supports your position that we should begin withholding
dues as soon as you can provide us the information necessaz•y to do so.3
The letter further stated that in oz-der for the Space Needle to be able to restart dues
deduction, it would need certain information from the Union. (Id.).4
Between January 4 and January 7, 2013, the Space Needle and office staff at the
Union exchanged correspondence regarding the requested dues information. 'The Union
never provided an accurate list of information requested by the Space Needle.
3This statement by the Space Needle describes the two positions of the parties in response to the
Union's request fox the Space Needle's position. The statement says on the one hand the Space
Needle is comfortable with its position, and nn the other hand there is support in the recent NLRB
ruling for the Union's position. The statement does not state the Union is correct about the meaning
of WKYGTV. The language after the word "that" is grammatically on its face a description of the
Union's position and not an affirmative statement that the Space Needle was agreeing with the
Union's position. Both the Board and courts have found that waivers of statutory rights are not to be
lightly inferred, but instead must be "clear and unmistakable." Metropolitan Edison Co. v. NLRB,
460 US 693, 708 (1983). The ALJD properly found and concluded that this statement was equivocal.
(ALJD, p. 4).
4As the space Needle had not made a determination as to the legal implications of WKYGTV, the
letter did not state the Space Needle "must," "shall," or "will" restart the dues progf•am. The letter
stated "can," which means "be able to" and is permissive, not mandatory, language.
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(I'r. 650:x-652:25).5

On January 11, 2013, Ylvisaker emailed Van Rossum at the Union.

(G.C. Exh. 62). Ylvisalcer notified Van Rossum that the Space Needle would not be able to
get Union dues into the payroll system for January 8 due to errors in the documents received
from the Union, and the next potential date for dues deduction would be January 29,
2013.(Id.).
Ylvisaker and Sevart testified that at this time no decision had been made by the
Space Needle as to whether or not to restart the dues deduction. (Tr. 652:17-22). Reddaway
also testified that no such decision had been made. (Tr. 740:23:741:10). At this time, the
Space Needle's labor counsel was still out of town on vacation and the Space Needle was
therefore unable to obtain the legal guidance it needed to make a final decision. (Tr. 674:1924). On January 21, 2013, Van Rossum emailed the Space Needle's labor counsel_and stated
that if the space Needle restarted the dues deduction program, the Union would withdraw its
pending unfair labor practice charge regarding dues deduction once check-off For new hires
was reinstated. (G.C. Exh. 61).
On January 31, 2013, Van Rossum emailed Ylvisaker and Grimm again, stating that
he would move to withdraw the unfair labor practice charge for the dues deduction as soon as
payment arrived. (G.C. Exh. 62). The Space Needle never affirmatively responded to Van

sThe ALJD erroneously concluded that the Union had responded with an accurate list of employees
and the amounts owed. (ALJD p. 3 and p. 5). Reddaway worked to ensure that if the Space Needle
decided that WKYGTV required it restart dues deduction, that the Space Needle would be ready with
accurate information and valid author°izations. (Ti-. 713:20-25; 715:3-716:9; R.Exh. l4 and 19). The
Union never provided accurate information. (Tr. 717:19-25; 718:5-719:25; 721:14-722:6;
724:1-728:24; 729:3-730:23; 739:24-740:21; R.Exh. ]5, 17, 18; G.C. Exh. 62). Ylvisaker likewise
testified that the Union failed to provide accurate information by the January 7 date and afterwards.
(Tr. 660:14-17; 664:3-665:17). Likewise, the General Counsel possessed the burden to prove all
elements of contract formation, including consideration and any conditions precedent to formation,
and there was no showing by the General Counsel that there had ever been a provision of accurate
information by the Union by January 7, 2013. In fact, at the time ofFebruary communication to the
Union stating that the status quo would not change, the Union still had not provided accurate
information. ('Tr.740:23-741:10).
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Rossum's offer to drop the Union's unfair labor practice charge in exchange for restarting the
dues deduction program. (Tr. 547:15-11). This was the first time in the parties' discussion
that an offer was made by the Union.
On January 24, 2013, the NLRB issued a decision in C&G Distributing Co., Inc.,
359 NLRB IVo. 53 (2013), which confirmed that the new rule established in WKYC-TV
applied only prospectively and that the Bethlehem Steel decision would continue to apply to
cessation of dues check-off prior to WKYGTV.
On February 11, 2013, the Space Needle's labor counsel emailed Van Rossum,
informing the Union that the Space Needle would be maintaining the status quo and would
not be reinstating the dues deduction program as demanded by the Union. The Space Needle
did so based upon the conclusion that the NLRB case law recently issued had confirmed that
the Space Needle was correct under• the law when it ceased deducting dues and it had no
obligation to restart the dues deduction program. (G.C. Exh. 63).
Van Rossum had a telephone conversation with the Space Needle's legal counsel
shortly after he received the February 11, 2013 email and they discussed the subject matter in
the email. (Tr. 55:1-5; 558:21-25). In the conversation, Van Rossum was told that the
Space Needle was not going to agree with the Union's position to restart dues.
(Tr'. 558:6-10). Van Rossum then stated, "If there is no deal, there is no deal. We aren't
going to withdraw the charges." (Tr. 559:6-10). The Union never made any other offer or
counteroffer after this rejection by the Space Needle of the Union's offer to withdraw
charges in exchange for restarting of the dues program.

Space Needle never restarted the dues deduction program nor did it ever make any payment to
the Union with regard to withheld dues. (Tr. 681:4-16). The status quo never• changed.

6The
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On February 13, 2013, Van Rossum sent a letter (R. Exh. 4) to Beth I~eddaway in
which he discussed the dues deduction situation along with other issues. In that letter, Van
Rossum stated:
Although just weeks ago the Spice Needle hid committed to stop violating
the National I.~b~r _Relations ~Sct by again providing it's represented
employees with the option to use payroll deduction to pay their union dues.
[Sic.] Now with no notice to the Union that it is consiclerire~ chare~in~ its
position that it will abide by the law....
(R. Exh. 4)(emphasis added). Thus, it is clear from the Union's own contemporaneous
statements that it believed the parties had been discussing compliance with WKYC-TV and
not, as erroneously found by the ALJD, negotiating a contractual bargained-for-exchange
that would legally require the Space Needle to restart the dues deduction program and
indefinitely opei°ate that program on behalf ofthe Union.
On February 21, 2013, the Union filed a new charge against the Space Needle
regarding the dues deduction situation, alleging that the Space Needle had violated the Act
when,"On or about Nebruar~ 129 2013, the ~anployer announced it would continue to
~•efuse to provide ~a~roll clues deduction°" (Tr. 560:15-561:6)(emphasis added). Nothing
in this charge referenced that an agreement had been reached by the parties.
After the filing of this charge by the Union, on March 6, 2013, the Region
subsequently issued an order approving a withdrawal request dismissing the prior frivolous
dues deduction Complaint issued by the Region, and withdrew the Notice of Hearing with
regard to that prior frivolous charge(NLRB Case No. 19-CA-082477). Finally, on Apri126,
2013, the Region issued its Complaint in the current case pending before the NLRB.
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Exceptions #fl-2e The AI,JI) eri•or►eousiy failed to consider, find, ~nci conclude that the
I'C7'T~
Space Needle ~t all tiflnes complied wi~l~
It is undisputed that the Space Needle never changed the dues check off status quo in
response to the Union's false representations relating to WKYGTV. Accordingly, tike Space
Needle at all times complied with the legal requirements of WKYC-TV despite the Union's
false representation as to what was legally required by WKYC-TV.
The WKYGTV decision, as well as following cases like C&G DistNibuting Co., Inc.,
held that the Space Needle was not obligated to restart its dues deduction program. Here, the
Space Needle ceased deducting dues prior to the WKYGTV decision and was not, therefore,
legally required to restart the dues deduction program. There was no violation of the law
when the Space Needle maintained the status quo and did not restart the dues deduction
program.
The General Counsel's contractual agreement theory is premised on a case cited in
Footnote 33 of WKYGTV. This dicta is inapplicable because the Space Needle, despite the
persistent false statements by the Union as to the requirements of WKYC-TV, never changed
the status quo. Specifically, Footnote 33 of the WKYC-TV decision cites Tribune Publishing
Co., 351 NLRB 196 (2007), where the Board held that if an employer lawfully ceases a dues
deduction program, but then changes the status quo and implements a direct deposit of dues
system pursuant to an express agreement, the employer violates Section 8(a)(5) if it
thereafter unilaterally terminates that new direct deposit system. (Id.). In the present case,
unlike in Tribune Publishing, the Space Needle never changed the status quo by
implementing a new dues deduction system and then subsequently unilaterally stopping the
new dues deduction program. 'There was therefore no change in status quo and no unlawful
unilateral change in working conditions.
Moreover, unlike in the present case, in Tribune Publishing there was no false contention by the
union that new Board law required the employer to restart a direct deposit of dues program.
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Excet~tions #3~9e The ~LJD erroneously failed to end end conclude that there did not
exist offer, ~ceeptance, and consideration ~n the context of abargained-for-exehan~e
necessary to end a binding a~r~errient requiring the Space Ii~eec~le to restart the dues
deduction progr~me
Both the Board and courts have found that waivers of statutory rights are not to be
lightly inferred, but instead must be "clear and unmistakable." Metropolitan Edison Co. v.
NLRB, 460 US 693, 70~ (19 3). The Board, in applying this test, has held that before a
waiver can be found, a contract clause must specifically include the subject at issue,
bargaining history must show that the matter was fully discussed during negotiations, and the
party against whom waiver is sought must have consciously yielded its interest in the subject.
Johnson-Bateman Co., 295 NLRB 180, 184-8~ (1989). Under Board law, an obligation
arises only if the parties have a "meeting of the minds" on all substantive issues and material
terms of the agreement. SunNise Nursing Horace, 325 NLRB 3~0, 3~9 (1998). Whether the
parties have reached a "meeting of the minds" is objectively manifested by what the parties
said to each other. Inte~^mountain Rural Electric Assn., 309 NLRB 1189, 1192(1992).
The Board has traditionally adopted many of the general elements of the common law
of contracts. Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co., 202 NLRB 880, X88 (1973); Shreveport
Garrvtent M,frs., 133 NLRB 117, 121 (1961); NLRB v. Buf°khart Foam, Inc., 848 F.2d 825,
829 (7th Cir. 1988)("we may look to traditional rules of contract interpretation consistent
with federal labor policies"); Lozano Enterprises v. NLRB, 327 F.2d X14, 819 (9th Cir.
1964); Ben Franklin National Bank, 278 NLRB 9~6 fn. 2(1986). Where there is no meeting
of the minds, there can be no agreement. Palm Beach Pops, 343 NLRB 176, 177 (2004).
Board law requires that an agreement must be complete in order to show that there has been
a "meeting of the minds" necessary to the formation of a contract. AmeNican Standards, 352
NLRB 644, 645 (2008). The Board applies the principle that the parties must have made
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commitments in the context of abargained-for-exchange of consideration. Sacramento
Union, 296 NLRB No. 477, n.12 (1989).
Here, there is no clear and unmistakable language of waiver. The parties' discussions
involved the legal implications of WKYGTV and that the Space Needle would act lawfully to
not violate the National Labor Relations Act. Long after the events in question, the ALJD
erroneously Found that an agreement was created that neither party intended and for which
there does not exist evidence of contract Formation. The ALJD r°ekes upon only two
documents—the December- 19, 2012 letter from the Union, and the Space Needle's January
2, 2013 response. There exists no memorandum of understanding, no negotiation, no
complete document, and none of the trappings of contract formation whatsoever to suggest
what occurred was contract Formation rather than discussions of legal compliance.
Importantly, the record does not include any writing that specifically states the Space
Needle was contractually agreeing to restart the dues deduction program and operate it
indefinitely on behalf of the Union. The language in the parties' discussions is clear: the
Union falsely stated what WKYC-TV meant and demanded legal compliance with WKYC-TV.
This is not a contract. Nowhere does the Space Needle in any communications state "the
Space Needle shall resume and operate its dues deduction program and be contractually
obligated to continue said program For the indefinite future."
'There vvas no offer by the Union. The Union did not "request" that Respondent
reinstate dues deduction. Instead, the Union falsely stated in its December 19, 2012 letter that
WKYGTV required the Space Needle to restart its dues deduction program and demanded the
program be restarted by the next pay date. This is not an offer to enter into a contract. An
offer is the "manifestation of willingness to enter into a bargain, so made as to justify another
person in understanding that his assent to that bargain is invited and will conclude it." REST
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2d CONTR § 24. The key concept involves giving the addressee the apparent power to
conclude a contract without further action by the other party. Fletcher Hai°ley Coyp., v. Pote
Concrete Cont~actoy°s, Inc., 482 F.3d 247, 250-51 (3`~ Cir. 2007).
'There was no consade~ation offei•ecl by the iTnio~. There exists no bargained-forexchange created by these communications. This is not a contract whereby the Union can
claim the Space Needle unequivocally agreed in exchange for some promise of value by the
Union to contractually bind itself to restart and indefinitely operate a dues deduction program
on behalf of the Union. The Union offered nothing of value and provided nothing value.
The Union never stated anything such as "if you promise to do x, we promise to do y."
There was nothing in the Union's false statement and compliance demand that a person could
reasonably construe as negotiations of abargained-for-exchange, or that any reasonable
person would objectively believe that a contract binding both parties to some promised
exchange of value could be completed upon acceptance of a thing of value from the offeror.
In fact, the Union offered nothing in return.
There was rao ~ccept~nee of an offer by the Space I~Teedle. The Space Needles'
January 2, 2013 letter does not constitute acceptance of an offer, formation of a legally
binding agreement, or the requisite legal requirements such as consideration, meeting of the
minds, and bargained for exchange necessary to legally bind a person or entity to a future
contractual obligation. "Acceptance of an offer is a manifestation of assent to the terms
thereof made by the offeree in a manner invited or required by the offer.°' REST 2d CONTR
§ 50. An offer can be accepted by the rendering of a performance only if the offer invites
such an acceptance. REST 2d CONTR § 53. The offeror controls the manner and method of
acceptance. Id. (at comments; Fletcher Harley Corp., 4~2 F3d at 250-51.)
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The Union offered nothing to the Space Needle, and the Space Needle accepted
nothing From the Union when it responded to the Union's false compliance demand. The
Union demanded that the space Needle restore the dues check-off practice by the next pay
date. The Space Needle did not restore dues check-off practice by the next pay date, or at
any time. Accordingly, there was no acceptance of any "offer" from the Union to enter into
a contract no matter how uru•easonably one attempts to construe the language in the Union's
letter to the Space Needle.
The January 2, 2013 letter does not state an affirmative position, but merely describes
both positions and that Respondent is comfortable with its position, while on the other• hand,
WKYC-TV provided some support for the Union's position. Nothing in this statement
constitutes offer and acceptance or abargained-for-exchange between the patties. It is a
description of the parties' positions with respect to WKYC-TV.
The language relied on by the ALJD states "w~ can [b~ ably to/have the power to]
reestablish automated dues collection."(G.C. Exh. 59). The Space Needle said we "can,"
it did not say we "shall" nor did it say we "must." This is permissive language, not
mandatory language.

It is beyond dispute that "may" and "can" are permissive, not

mandatory, terms. Andes^son v. Yicngkau, 329 US 482, 48.5 (1947); Donaldson v. InfoNmatica
Corp., 420 Fed.Appx. 204, 206 (3`d Cir. 2011); Source Search Technologies, LLC v. Lending
Tree, LLC, 2007 WL 1302443 *8 (DN.J. 2007). Here, the Space Needle saying it "can"
restart the dues collection even iF all the other elements of contract formation were present,
did not bind the Space Needle to restarting the dues collection program and operating it
indefinitely on behalf of the Union. The language is permissive, not mandatory.
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The language in the letter about when the Union can expect dues that are collected
to be provided describes the customary delivery timing if compliance with WKYGTV
required Respondent to change the status quo and resume dues deduction. This language
on its face states what the Union should "expect" iF dues were collected by the Space Needle.
It is undisputed that the status quo was not changed and dues were therefore not collected by
the Space Needle. As dues were not collected. by the space Needle, the language is moot.
The language merely states what one should expect if the Space Needle collected dues
pursuant to WKYGTV.
erroneously failed to find and conclude that to the extent
exceptions #10-11e T'he AID
an agreement existed, the a~r°eement vvas that the Spree I~Teedle would not violate the
law after issuance of the YVK~'CTV clecisaon and it is undisputed that the Spice l~eecile
complied with the law after issuance of the T~V~YC7'V decision.
The ALJD erroneously found that the terms of the agreement between the parties
required the Space Needle to restart and indefinitely operate a dues deduction program. This
is erroneous because the terms of any purported agreement involved the legal implications of
WKYC-TV and legal compliance with that new NLRB decision. Where the parties have
attached the same meaning to a promise or agreement or a term thereof, it is interpreted in
accordance with that meaning. REST 2d CONTR § 201. Here, when the context of the
discussion between the parties is examined, it is clear that the parties were discussing
compliance with the WKYC-TV, not negotiating a contractually binding agreement.
In contract interpretation matters like this, the parties' actual intent underlying
the contractual language in question is always paramount, and is given
controlling weight. To determine the patties' intent, the Board normally looks
to both the contract language itself and relevant extrinsic evidence, such as a
past practice of the parties in regard to the effectuation or implementation of
the contract provision in question, or the bargaining history of the provision
itself.
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Specti^um Health-Kent Commz~nity Campus and Inter°national Union, United Automobile,
353 NLRB 996, 1001 (2009).
In the present case, the Union itself stated that all it believed the Space Needle had
committed to was: "to stop violating the National Labor Relations ~1ct" based upon the
Union's false statement as to the meaning of YYKYC-TV. Likewise, the Space Needle's
witnesses also testified that they believed the context of the discussions related to the 1ega1
implications of WKYC-TV and whether legal compliance would require the Space IoTeedle to
restart the dues deduction program.

(Tr. 652: -18; 675:10-16; 676: -20). Those

communications show that the parties were contemplating and discussing legal compliance
and WKYGTV,rather than negotiating a voluntary agreement to restart dues deduction.
Accordingly, any "agreement" between the parties was that the Space Needle would
act lawfully and not violate the law after the Board's issuance of WKYC-TV. The discussion
between the Union and the Space Needle was always legal compliance—what requirements
did WKYC-TV impose upon the Space Needle, if any. Accordingly, the only agreement one
could possibly find is that the terms of that agreement was the Space Needle would "abide by
the law."g I~t is absolutely clear from its communication on February 13, 2013, that the
Union viewed the prior communications and conduct of the parties to be a commitment by

8 In its opening statement, Counsel for• the General Counsel stated: "This agreement was based upon
the Union's letter to the Space Needle on December• 19, 2012 telling the Space Needle that WKYCTV required the space Needle to begin deducting dues, and the January 2, 2013 response from the
Space Needle that informed the Union that the parties were in agreement that WKYC-TV meant that
dues should be withheld." ('Tr. 13:16-22). Thus, the General Counsel's very own theory at hearing
was that the discussion between the parties related to the legal implications of WKYC-TV to the
lawfully ceased dues program pursuant to Bethlehem Steel. It is also undisputed that the Space
Needle never• stated that the "parties were in agreement that WKYC-TV meant that dues should be
withheld" as the General Counsel theorized at hearing. It is undisputed that WKYGTV does not
require the Space Needle to deduct dues and that the Space Needle has always been in full
compliance with WKYGTV and Bethlehem Steel. Accordingly, there was no breach of any purported
agreement.
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"the Space Needle "to stop violating the National Labor Relations Act." Thus, the terms of
any agreement between the parties must be construed as that the Space Needle would follow
the legal implications of WKYGTV and its effect, if any, upon the Space Needle's lawful
conduct pursuant to Bethlehem Steel.
This is also clear in the charge filed by the Union. On February 21, 2013, the Union
filed a new charge against the Space Needle regarding the dues deduction situation, alleging
that the Space Needle had violated the Act when, "On or abou9 Februa~°y 129 20139 the
Emt~loyer announced it would continue to refuse to provide payroll dues deduction."
(Tr. 560:15-561:6)(emphasis added). Notably, this charge was filed shortly after the end of
the discussions between the parties that are at issue in the present case. Nowhere in this
charge does it state the parties had entered into an agreement, enforceable or otherwise,
binding the Space Needle to restart and indefinitely operate a dues deduction program on
behalf of the Union. There is no mention of agreement or• negotiation, or• even a hint that the
Union believed an agreement had been reached at the time of this contemporaneously filed
charge.
Exceptions #12-13; '~'he AI~JI) erroneously failed to consider, find, wand conclueie that to
the extent there existed an ~~r°eement ib~tween the parties, the agreer►~ent vvas not
bre~checie
To the extent there was an agreement to comply with the law, it is without dispute
that the Space Needle was not violating the National Labor Relations Act by continuing its
lawful cessation of the dues deduction program after WKYC-TV and there is, therefore, no
breach of any such purported agreement.
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Exception #14: 'I'~fle AI,JI) e~°roneously filed to consider, ~ir►cd, and conclude that any
alleged a~reernent to restart dues deduction is barred by the ilnion's
rflxisrepresent~tion.
1~lthough the issue was raised in the Respondent's Answer and Post-Hearing Brief,
the ALJD failed to even consider whether the Union's misrepresentation bars the finding of
an agreement in this case. A misrepresentation is an assertion that is not in accord with the
facts. LEST 2d CONTR § 159. If a party's manifestation of assent is induced by either a
fraudulent or a material misrepresentation by the other party, any resulting contract is
voidable by the recipient. 1ZEST 2d CONTR § 164.
The Board has long held that misrepresentation is a defense to an agreement or
contract formation. See, e.g., Checker Taxi, 228 NLRB 639, 643-45 (1977)(where the union
had drafted a contract and misrepresented what the language about leasing meant). In
Checker Taxi, the employer accepted the union assurances that the language allowed leasing.
Meanwhile the union had told its members that the language prohibited leasing. Id. After
the employer's counsel had finally reviewed the language and told the employer that it
prohibited leasing, the employer refused to sign the agreement. Id.

The Board found that

the union had actively misrepresented language to the employer and dismissed the charges
against the employer. Id.
Similarly, in U:S. Postal Service, 204 NLRB 292, 293-94 (1973), the Board found
that a union had misrepresented its intentions and the underlying facts to an employer in
order to get an employer to agree to new vacation language. Id. The Board Found that the
union's misrepresentations invalidated the company's agreement to adopt the union's
pr°oposed language, stating in part "It is evident to us that Kaiser would not have done so had
he known the underlying facts of the situation." Id. at 294. In these circumstances the Board
found that there is no meeting of the minds and therefore no agreement. Id.
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In the instant situation, the Union actively misrepresented the legal requirements of
WKYGTV in order to induce the Space Needle to resume dues deduction. The Union's
attorney drafted a letter to the Space Needle's Human Resources Manager, falsely claiming
that WKYGTV required the Space Needle to restart dues deduction. The Union's attorney
did so despite that past communications on the dues issues were handled with the Space
Needle's labor counsel. The Union sent this letter during a time it knew the Space Needle's
labor counsel was on vacation. While its labor counsel was unavailable, the Space Needle
staff responded equivocally to the Union about the parties' respective legal positions.
The Union continued to actively misrepresent the WKYGTV holding for at least two
months. During this time, Region 19 of the NLRB inexplicably provided support for the
misrepresentation by failing to withdraw its pending frivolous Complaint against the Space
Needle for discontinuing its dues deduction program back in June of 2012, despite the
holdings in WKYC-TV and CMG Distributing. Once the Space Needle was able to obtain
accurate advice from its labor counsel, it notified the Union that it would not be changing its
position, would continue the statics quo, and would be following the law established under
WKYC-TV and C&G Distributing.
The Union's active misrepresentations to the Space Needle staff regarding the legal
requirements of WKYC-TV rendered any alleged "agreement" in this case invalid and
voidable by the Space Needle. The Space Needle's labor counsel effectively voided and/or
rescinded any purported agreement between the parties when he notified the Union on
February 11, 2013 that the Union's statement as to the meaning of WKYC-TV was false and
that the Space Needle would consistent with Bethlehem Steel and WKYC-lV, maintain the
status quo.
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Exceptions #1516: ~'he AI,JD erroneo~isly failed to consider, find, anti conclude that
the General Counsel's clairre that Respondent entered into a legally binding agreement
to restart dues deduction is barred by the doctrines of unilateral ar►cl/or mutual
rnistakeo
The ALJD erroneously relied. upon Muller-Gordon, 179 NLRB 9 (1969) to find and
conclude thati unilateral mistakes of law cannot be rescinded.

The phrase "unilateral"

appears nowhere in the Mulle~~-Gordon decision, nor does the case hold that unilateral
mistakes of law cannot be rescinded. The facts of the instant situation show a mutual
mistake by the parties, misrepresentation by the Union, and even a unilateral mistake by the
Space Needle. Accordingly, the purported agreement is invalid, voidable and/or subject to
rescission. Muller-Goi°don is not on point.
Contrary to the conclusions of the ALJD, NLRB decisions hold that mutual and
unilateral mistakes can void agreements. "[T]he law of mistake as it actually works ... is not
capable of being reduced to any broad single doctrine ... that every attempt at a
generalization or stated rule must take into account a variety of factors and must be limited to
some particular combination of them ... that, despite the oft-stated assertion that a contract
can be avoided only in the event of mutual mistake, this broad generalization is misleading
and untrue ... and that decisions affording relief in instances of unilateral mistake are too
numerous and too appealing to the sense of justice to be disregarded."

Ma~^y Bridge

Childf°en's Hosp. and Health Cai°e Centel°, 305 NLRB 570, at n.8 (1991)(internal quotations
omitted); Restatement 2d Contracts § 151, Comment b (erroneous beliefs as to facts and law
treated same); Restatement 2d Contracts § 153 (contract is voidable where other party knew,
had reason to know, or his fault caused the mistake); Globe Union Inc., 245 NLRB 145, 147
(1979) (finding unilateral mistake); Waldon, Inc., 282 NLRB 583, 586 (1986) (finding
unilateral mistake); Apache Powder Co., 223 NLRB 191 (1976)(finding unilateral mistake).
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Here, the Union was misstating the holding the WKYGTV at a time when it knew that
the Space Needle's counsel was on vacation and previously issues of dues deduction were
discussed directly with the Space Needle's counsel. As soon as the Space Needle's counsel
reviewed the allegation in the Union's letter to Reddaway, he informed the Union that is
interpretation of WKYGTV was wrong. If one construes the mistake as only the Space
Needle's mistake, the mistake is obvious and the doctrine of unilateral mistake bars any
purported agreement.
"Mutual mistake results when both parties to a contract share a common assumption
about a vital existing fact upon which they base their bargain and that assumption is false."
17A Am.Jur. 2d Contracts § 202 (2013); American Health Care Center, 273 NLRB 172 ,
n.1 and 1733 (195); Cook County School Bus, 33 NLRB 647, 653 (2001)("the parties
conduct should be governed by what they agreed to and not by what was mistalcei~ly put in
the contract"); enfd. NLRB v. Cook County School Bus, Inc., 283 F.3d ~8~, 893 (7`h Cir.
2002) (citing § 155 of Restatement 2"d of Contracts: "Where a writing that evidences or
embodies an agreement in whole or in part fails to express the agreement because of mistake
of both parties as to the contents or effect of the writing, the court may reform the writing to
express the agreement).'The law has long recognized that it is unjust to permit either party to
a transaction, in which both are laboring under the same mistake, to take advantage of the
other when the truth is known. Gayle Mfg. Co., Inc. v. Fedef°al Say. and Loan Ins. Corp.,
9l0 F.2d 574, 582 (9tl' Cir. 1990)(refusing to find a binding agreement where the law was
evolving at the time and citing Restatement(Second) of Contracts § 152 (1981)). The Board
applies the concept of mistake to find no contract was created as a result of a mistake.
"[F]airness is best served by weighing the circumstances surrounding the mistake...." Mary
BNidge Children's Hospital, 305 NLRB 570, fn.8 (1991)(the Board affirmed the dismissal of
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charges where no agreement was reached due to mutual mistake); U.S. Postal Service, 204
NLRB 292, 293-94 (1973)(the Board held that no binding agreement was reached as there
was no meeting of the minds and the manager was operating under a mistaken belief of fact).
Here, the entire crux of the parties' discussion was what WKYC-TV legally required.
The false interpretation was advanced by the Union in its original December 19, 2012 letter
and continued to be advanced by the Union in its communications with the Space Needle and
this charge that is the subject of this Complaint. What WKYGTV required was not just
material, it was the point of the entire discussion. There is no doubt, and no evidence to the
contrary, that the Space Needle was not aware that the Union was misrepresenting WKYC-TV
in its December 19, 2012 letter until its labor counsel reviewed the issue and notified the
Union of its incor~•ect interpretation of ~KYGTV.9

Likewise, as to the mutuality of any

mistake, if the Union's misrepresentation was unintentional and not negligent, clearly the
Union was mistaken by ~•epeatedly asserting that WKYGTV required the Space Needle to
immediately resume the dues deduction program. The Space Needle also was mistaken in its
belief about the case by stating that the case provided support for the Union's position that
the Space Needle was legally required to resume dues deduction. The Union's mistaken
representation was clearly its own fault, especially since the letter was ghost-written by the
Union's attorney. The Union falsely represented the meaning of WKYC-TV. The Union and
not the Space Needle bears the risk of that false statement, and fairness dictates that such

9Region 19 of the NLRB was still insisting on pressing forward with its meritless Complaint that the
original cessation of the dues deduction program in June 2012 was a violation of the NLRA. The
General Counsel now admits there was no good faith basis for• that Complaint and Notice of Hearing
relating to the dues cessation in June 2012. (Tr. 13:3-6). Yet for some reason both Region 19 and
the Union were continuing to advance that frivolous claim at the time of the communications
between the parties relating to WKYGTV compliance.
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mistaken understanding by the parties cannot form the basis of an enFoi°ceable agreement. If
there ever was a case of an obvious mistake in the formation of an ag~~•eement, this is it.
Exception #17: '~'he AI,JD erroneously failed to consiclet°, fr►d end conclude ghat the
only I7nion offer with consideration was never ac:c~pted by the Space ~leedlee
A proposed settlement offer with some consideration was subsequently tendered by
the Union. On January 21, 2013, the Union notified the Space Needle that once dues checicofF for new hires was reinstated, the Union would withdraw its pending unfair labor practice
charge. (G.C. Exh. 61). This offer was repeated on January 31, 2013, with an email from
Van Rossum to the Space Needle, stating again that he would move to withdraw the Union's
unfair labor practice charge as soon as the dues payment arrived. (G.C. ~xh. 62). It is
undisputed that there was never an acceptance of either of these offers. Van Rossum himself
stated that he never got a response From the Space Needle to either of those two emails.
(Tr. 547:15-549:7). He also confirmed that there was no agreement in a conversation with
the Space Needle's counsel shortly after he received the Space Needle's correspondence of
February 11, 2013 by stating, "If there's no deal, there's no deal," and telling the Space
Needle the Union was not withdrawing its ULP charge.(Tr. 558:6-559:10). Furthermore, by
offering to withdraw its pending unfair labor practice charge if the space Needle restarted
dues deduction, the Union essentially admitted that there was no prior agreement to resume
dues deduction.
/////
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S~~v~~ I2ECa~~
FACT
The Space Needle is a seasonal business, generally utilizing a bid in each of the four
seasons to set schedules for servers. (Tr. 33:15-24). In between bids, it will add shifts to the
schedule when increases in business are anticipated. (Tr. 816:23—~ 17:4).

The ALJD

correctly found that the Space Needle followed its traditional practices in 2013 in setting bids
and adding shifts. (ALJI~ 17:1-~).
The Space Needle added 25 shifts to the schedule on March 25, 2013, and converted
an additional five on-call shifts into regular shifts, for a total of 30 shifts. (Tr. 860:1-18;
G.C. Exh. 32, p.13). These 30 shifts, in accordance with past practice, were offered by order
of seniority to those already on the schedule. (Tr. 861:24-862:8). If a new shift appears on a
given server's schedule for March 25, 2013, it means the server chose to pick up the shift.
(Tr. 817:25-818:5; 859:20-25; 860.1-13; G.C. Exh. 32, pp.12-13, see also Tr. 120:22-121:22;
212:6-213:2; 213:7-18; 216:14-16; 1016:13-25). If shifts were not taken, servers on layoff
would be recalled in order of seniority to fill these shifts. (Tr. 862:6-15). In 2013, there
were 10 shifts left over after servers on the schedule selected and added shifts. (Ti•. 862:11X63:11). Two servers with greater seniority than Julia Dube were recalled to fill these shifts.
(Tr. X61:3-23). This is the longstanding practice. (Tr. ~ 16:18-823:6; 913:10-915:10). This
longstanding practice was followed at all times after expiration of the labor agreement in
May 2012. (Tr. 823:7-14; Tr. 915:13-16). There is no other way for an employee on layoff
to return to the schedule. (Tr. 825:15-18).
On April 3, 2013, Mike Douglas explained to the servers that with the addition of the
shifts in March 2013, the Space Needle was adequately staffed for what it thought would
happen with business levels. (Tr. 943:5-24; 946:8-960:21; G.C. Exh. 6). Douglas forecast
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that the business levels would be similar to 2011. (Tr. 955:3-20). At this time, there also
were two servers with greater seniority than Dube out on medical leave (I~Ticole Lum and
Brenda Elston) who would eventually be returning to the schedule. (Tr. 865:17-22; 938:2125). Business levels did not warrant adding additional shifts or lines to the schedule. The
seniority windows of laid-off employees, including Dube, expired.
Mike Douglas' forecast that business levels in 1~pri1 2013 would be like business
levels in April 2011 was ultimately correct.10 (Tr. 974:16-975:2). The undisputed record
evidence clearly shows there was no reason for addition of servers aFter the March 25, 2013
additions to the schedule. The guest count records for each year were admitted into evidence.
(R. Exh. 34; Tr. 971:14-23; 988:10-20). The actual guest counts for April 2013 were 18,901,
for Apri12012 were 20,322, and for April 2011 were 18,35. (Tr. 971:23-974:12; 9~3:4m20).
Thus, the guest counts for 2013 turned out to be almost exactly the same amount as in 201 1.
Likewise, the labor• hours for each year were admitted into evidence. (Tr. 978:10979:x; 988:10-20; R. Exh. 36). These records show that the server hours for Apri12013 were
3918; for April 2012 were 4486; and for 2011 were 3924. (Tr. 978:17-91:11; 986:2-8).
Thus, again, the business levels in 2013 were nearly identical to the business levels in 2011.
Likewise, with these numbers, one can divide the number of guest counts in Respondent
Exhibit 34, by the number of server hours in Respondent Exhibit 36, and arrive at the meals
per man hour (MPMH), which shows productivity by measuring how many meals per hour
were produced for each servez• hour worked. (Tr. 985:16-986:0. The numbers show that in
addition to the guest counts, the number of server hours and meals per man hour turned out
almost identical in 2013 as it was in 2011. (Tr. 986:2-8). Specifically, the number of server
ioThe fact Douglas was correct that April 2013 would be like 2011, and not like 2012, corroborates
that his decisions were t•easonable. It also conclusively shows that there was no business justification
for adding additional staff after the addition of shifts to the March 25, 2013 schedule. (Tr. 959:2114).
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hours worked was almost identical with a difference of six server hours in April 2013 as
compared to April 2011, and the meals per man hour differed by .02 (4.80 MPMH in 2011
and 4.82 MPMH in 2013). Business levels did not warrant adding additional shifts or lines
to the schedule.
The undisputed evidence at the hearing showed that the staffing levels for 2011 and
2013 were also the same. Specifically, counting the number of servers on the schedules in
each year (G.C. Exh. 32, G.C. Exh. 67, and R.Ems. 37)shows the following staffing levels:"

STAFFING LEVEL COMPARISON
2011
i~pril3

R.E~ 37
; Number o!'Servers
p.15
38

May 13

p.21

-+n

June 17

p.28

50

2012
~pri1 3

GC Ex. 67
p. 1 S

Number of Servers
-+-+

~.G O

-F -~

Jt~~ze i ~

~.~s

s~

2013
~~ril 3

GC Ex. 32
p. 1-+

Number of Servers
:'~9

tiIa~' 13

p.2O

-F~~

June 1 r

p.2C~

53

~T 3~~

1 .:J

j

Document Source: Schedules

From the above, it is apparent that in addition to having nearly identical business
levels as forecast by Douglas, the actual staffing levels are also nearly identical.
Specifically, there are 38 servers listed on the schedule in on April 3, 2011, and 39 servers
listed on the schedule on April 3, 2013. Furthermore, one can see that after Dube's recall
11April 3 is the date of Mike Douglas' Memorandum, May 13 is the day after Dube's recall window
expired, and June 17 is the day the summer bid started. The server count is the number of servers on the
schedule for the week in which the given date falls.
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window expired in May 2013, the number of servers on the schedule was identical to the
number of servers on the schedule on May 2011. There is nothing in the record to suggest
that Dube should have returned to the schedule between the time Douglas, at Dube and
Christensen's request, determined that the shifts added on March 25, 2013 had left the space
Needle adequately staffed. Moreover, on Api•il 3 when Douglas made that determination,
there were still three persons above Dube in seniority (Brenda Elston and Nicole Lum who
were out on medical leave, and Tracey McCauley whose seniority had not allowed her to
return from layoff.
As the business levels and the staffing levels are the same, it is conclusive that there
existed no business justification for the addition of staff after March 25, 2013. Accordingly,
regardless of any alleged protected activity, Dube would not have been recalled from layoff.
Likewise, the fact that there was no deviation whatsoever• from the past practice in adding
servers to the schedule shows that any alleged animus or protected activity played no z•ole in
the addition of staff on March 25, 2013 when Dube's seniority did not allow her to return to
the schedule. Moreover, the amount of shifts added (25 plus conversion of 5 on-call shifts to
regular shifts), was far in excess of the amount of shifts that could have led to Dube's recall.
Consistent with past practice the existing servers chose by seniority the shifts they desired to
pick up. It was the action of the existing servers picking up additional shifts that adversely
led to Dube not making it onto the schedule.
Exceptions #1~-19e The AI~JD erroneously erred in allov~in~ the General Co~ar►sel to
assert ~ nevv theory at the hearing inconsisten$ with the Complaint all~g~tfon regarding
server recall.
An employer has the right to know specifically what the unfair labor practices are as
alleged by the General Counsel. Comau, Inc. and Wisne Automation Employees Association,
2012 WL 6755113 (2012). Without a specific complaint allegation, the employer is not
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accorded sufficient due process to defend itself on the issue and the issue should not
therefore be considered. Id.; NLRB v. Quality C.A.T. V., Inc., 824 F.2d 542, 547 (7th Cir.
1987). It is well established that a violation of the Act cannot be properly found where the
violation was not alleged in the complaint. Waldon, Inc., 282 NLRB 5~3(196).
The Complaint alleges "since about March 25, 2013, Respondent failed to recall its
employees from layoff, including Julia Dube." (Third Amended Complaint, paragraph
13(a)). There is nothing in this allegation to support the ALJD sua sponte and erroneously
finding and concluding "that the General Counsel has shown manipulation of the recall
process in order to preclude recall of employees until Dube's seniority lapsed."
(ALJD, p. 24). The allegation was always that the Space Needle failed to recall Dube.
Throughout the l~eai•ing, the space Needle repeatedly asked the General Counsel what
its theory was and the General Counsel refused to articulate its theory. (Tr. 277:4-279:13).
On day five of the hearing, the General Counsel stated its theory related to the job Fairs
which were held in May 2013 and are completely unrelated to the March 25, 2013 recall of
servers. (Tr. 613:12-615:8). On day six of the hearing, the issue came up again and still
there was no articulation of the General Counsel's theory. (Tr. 669:12-670:3). On the eighth
and final day of the hearing, the issue came up again and the General Counsel refused to
articulate its theory. (Tr. 976:15-977:10). The General Counsel never stated its theory was
the Space Needle "manipulated the recall of servers." The ALJD should have rejected this
post-hearing claim by the General Counsel because it was not presented at the hearing, and it
was not consistent with the claims presented in the Complaint and at the hearing.
The ALJD properly found and concluded that the addition of 25-30 shifts to the
schedule on March 25 does not constitute a unilateral change because there is an identical
past practice of unilaterally adding lines and shifts. (ALJD p. 17). The ALJD properly
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found and concluded that there was no merit to the complaint allegations relating to failure to
recall employees from layoff to cover the new schedules and waiting until the right of recall
expired for those laid off. (ALJD p. 17). The ALJD properly found and concluded that there
is an identical past practice of unilaterally adding lines and shifts. (ALJD. p. 17). The ALJD
properly found that that the evidence was uniformly that a business forecast determined the
number of shifts and the timing of bids. (ALJD p. 16).
There was no

66failure

to recall" because there existed no business justification for

adding additional staff after the March 25 addition. (Tr. 959:21-1.4). Dismissal of all
allegations is required. See, e.g., Garet Flexible Products, 270 NLRB 1147, 1147-48 (1984)
(reversing ALJ decision and ruling that ~(a)(3) violation was not established where the
selection for layoff and recall was based upon lawful considerations and business concerns);
Wackenhut Corporation, 290 NLRB 212, 215-16 (1988)(holding no 8(a)(3) violation where
the employer's manning levels had been met).
Van Rossum admitted that the Space Needle recalls employees based upon business
needs and that determination has always been left to the Space Needle to make. (Tr. 532:8534:7). After the addition of shifts in March 2013, the business levels did not justify
recalling more employees than were recalled or adding staff beyond the staffing levels that
existed. There is no dispute over this issue. Union Shop Steward Lou Christensen admitted
that Mike Douglas was correct and. that 2013 was like 2011.(Tr. 469:4-470:1). The records
show that the business levels were consistent between 2011 and 2013 and the staffing levels
were consistent between 2011 and 2013. All the evidence of record clearly establishes that
there existed no business reason to add any additional servers after that date. The allegation
in the Complaint is completely unsupported, contradicted by the record evidence, and
without merit. There was no failure to recall servers since on or about March 25, 2013.
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Exceptions # 1~ ar►d 20-42: ~'he AI.JI) erro,t~ously found that the Respondent
G6~`~I~ip~Al`At~~ 6~~ SCh~~L1~~99 to avoid a•ecallin~ Dube, sand faileel to fired end conclude
that the 12espondent did not ~nan~pul~te tie recall procedure in order to p~°eclude recall
of employees during I)ube's seniority window.
The ALJD erroneously found and concluded without any specificity that the
General Counsel established manipulation of the schedule to preclude recall of employees
until Dube's seniority lapsed.(ALJD p. 24). There was no evidence presented whatsoever to
establish that any schedule was ever manipulated at the Space Needle. Likewise, the ALJD
erroneously alludes to changes in practice, without record support and contrary to the
evidence of record, which is legally insufficient. E&I Specialists, 349 NLRB X46, 449-50
(2007)(deviations in procedures do not establish ~(a)(3) violation); Denver Post Corp., 328
NLRB 118, n.2 (1999)(unilateral change does not establish ~(a)(3) violation); Haynes-Ti^ane
Service Agency, 259 NLRB 83, ~7-88 (1981) (unilateral change does not establish 8(a)(3)
violation).
The 1Vr~rch 7 requisition form does not establish rnar►ipulation of the schedule,
The ALJD erroneously found and concluded that a March 7 requisition form anticipated
servers would be recalled on May 15, but servers were instead recalled on March 25. (ALJD
p. 25). The undisputed hearing testimony was that requisition forms are issued when it is
anticipated that servers might be needed, but those are subject to change based upon what
happens. (Tr. 1019:3-23). For example, after the addition of shifts and lines on the March
25, 2013 schedule, the requisition anticipated two servers being needed until May 1 S, 2013
(Lum and Elston were on medical leave and anticipated to return fully to the schedule in
May). (G.C. Exh. 71). The March 7, 2013 requisition form referenced by the ALJD related
to the summer bid and had no bearing on Dube's recall window. (G.C. Exh. 21; Tr. 122:1125:25). The ALJD misunderstood this evidence. Even if it were first thought on March 7,
2013 that there would be no persons added until May 15, 2013, the Space Needle added 25
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shifts and converted five on-call shiFts for the March 25, 2013 schedule. This was to the
benefit of Dube and the other servers, as Dube could have been recalled had there been
enough shifts left during that March 25, 2013 schedule addition to get to her seniority level.
The ALJD erroneously determined that it was not to her benefit to have shifts added that
could result in her recall. Adding shifts as business forecasts change to inci°ease server levels
leading to recall cannot as a matter of logic constitute manipulation of a schedule to prevent
server recall. Adding shifts is what leads to recall from layoff.
'There was no evadence t~resented that servers e~vere forcecd to tike ~ shift< The
ALJI~ erroneously found and concluded without any record support that servers were forced
to take shifts on the March 25, 2013 schedule. (ALJD p. 25). No witnesses testified that
they were forced or• required to pick up shifts. The record conclusively shows without
contradiction that the 25 added shifts and the five converted on-call shifts were offered by
order of seniority to those already on the schedule. (Tr. 861:24-862:8). Crystal Dare
specifically testified that if a new shift appears on a given server's schedule for March 25,
2013, it means the server chose to pick up the shift. (Tr. 859:20-25; 860:1.-13; G.C. Exh. 32,
pp.12-13; see also Tr. 120:22-121:22; 212:6-213:2; 213:7-18; 216:14-16; 1016:13-25).
Likewise, it is undisputed that the recall of Amico and Lindsay followed senioi°ity.
(Tr. 861:3-23). This longstanding practice was followed at all times after expiration of the
labor agreement in May 2012. (Tr. 816:18-823:6; 823:7-14; 913:10-915:10; 915:13-16).
The ALJD speculated hypothetically that shifts could have been added without
"consent" and by "fiat." (ALJD p.25). The only server testimony presented by the General
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Counsel confirmed there was no manipulation of the schedule.12 Specifically, server John
Hecicendorn testified that he did not recollect if he was asked to take ~ shift, but it would not
matter because he never changes his "bid" (meaning schedule) as he is the most senior
server. (Tr•. 495:11-22). The ALJD somehow interpreted Heckendorn's testimony that he
did not recall being asked to take a shift to mean that he was forced to take a shift.
Hecicendorn's statement that it wouldn't have mattered if he was asked because his schedule
never changes confirms that he was not forced to pick up a shift. Heckendorn also testified:
" uestion: Okay. And has management ever changed your schedule without a bid?"
"Answer: Never." (Tr. 495: -10). Moreover, if the Space Needle failed to ask Heckendorn
if he wanted to pick up a shift, this would have enhanced the chances that more shifts would
have been available to recall Dube and other less senior servers on layofF It would not have
been an adverse action to those on layoff.
Yet9 the ALJD cites this Heckendorn testimony as the evidence of the unsupported
theory of Space Needle manipulation of the schedule to avoid recalling Dube on March 25.
The ~LJD got it completely wrong. The schedules for March 18 and March 25 show that
Hecicendorn retained the same number of shifts (4) before and after Mai•ch 25. (G.C. Exh.
32, p.12-13). He was not forced to take a shift and no other server was forced to take a shift.
'There vvas no ch~n~e in practice with respect to on-call shi#'ts. The ALJD
erroneously speculated without record support that on-call shiFts disappearing from the
schedule was manipulation of the schedule. (ALJD pp. 25). Once again, the General

12Dube agreed that seniority was followed when servers Alnico and Lindsay made it onto the
schedule from layoff the week of March 25, 2013. (Tr•. 336:3-20). Dube admits that her seniority
was the reason she did not male it onto the schedule when shifts were added the week of March 25,
2013. (Ti•. 336:3-7). Dube admits that until employees go through and choose shifts in order of
seniority, one does not know who will make it onto the schedule. (Tr•. 335:5-12). Dube admits that
after her seniority window expired, the Space Needle offered her a rehire position performing the
same job duties, but she refused the offer. (Tr. 346:19-349-7).
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Counsel never called a single witness to say they were forced to tale an on-call shift,
dropped an on-call shift or otherwise developed any testimony about on-call shifts. The
speculative theory is also nonsensical.
The Space Needle added 25 shifts to the schedule on March 25, 2013, and converted
an additional five on-call shifts into regular shifts, for a total of 30 shifts, which was to the
benefit of servers on layoff because it made more shifts available for potential recall (Tr.
860:1-18; 1016:20-25; G.C. Exh. 32, p.13). The eight on-call shifts did not disappear, five
were converted to regular shifts. The ALJD misunderstood this fact. The servers on the
schedule picked up those on-call shifts. (Tr-. 860:11-1~; X87:16-21; 1016:20-25). As those
servers had picked up shifts, there existed a gr•eatez• potential that the 25 added shifts would
result in laid-off employees coming onto the schedule. When the shifts were added, the
Space Needle had no idea how many shifts would remain for the laid off servers. (Tr.
861:24-862:15).
The ALJD also erroneously determined that on-call shifts dropping from the schedule
is a historical anomaly. This conclusion is contrary to the record. The schedules show
dropping on-call shifts has occurred in all years. In 2013, 7 AM on-call shifts and 1 PM
on-call shift disappear from the schedule on March 25, 2013. (G.C. Exh. 32).13 In 2012, 9
AM on-call shifts and 4 PM on-call shifts disappear fi•om the schedule on April 2, 2012, 3
AM on-call shifts disappear from the schedule on May 7, 2012, and 1 AM on-call shift is
removed on September 17, 2012. (G.C. Exh. 67).14 In 2011, 5 AM on-call shifts disappear
13 In 2012 and 2013, on-call shifts are indicated by Orange and Blue boxes on the schedule. In 2011,
they are indicated by Orange and Gt•een boxes on the schedule. One can see on-call shifts removed
by comparing the number of on-call shifts on the prior• week schedule to the on—call shifts on the
current week's schedule.(Tr. 201:23-202:11).
14 GC Exhibit 67 contains two schedules for the Week of April 2, 2012 (pp. 14 and 15). The second
schedule for the Week of Apri12, 2012(GC Exh. 67, p.15) shows the removal of the on-call shifts.
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on June 13, 2011, 1 PM on-call shift disappears on June 20, 2011, 1 PM on-call shift
disappears on June 27, 2011., and 1 AM on-call shift disappears on September 12, 2011. (R.
L,xh. 37). There is no basis to conclude that schedule was manipulated by dropping on-call
shifts or by converting on-call shifts to regular shifts.15 The occurrence happens on all
schedules across all timeframes and there was no testimony in the record or questions asked
to support the ALJD's speculative theory. There is no evidence or testimony as to how an
on-call shift, which is not even a work shift (Tr. 202:6-9) could possibly have played a role
in manipulating the schedule to prevent recall of employees.
There was no chaYl~e in practice v~ith respect to reapplication and interviews.
The ALJD erroneously speculated without record support that an alleged statement by
Dare to Dube that laid-off employees would be required to reapply and interview somehow
established manipulation of the schedule. (ALJD p. 25). It is undisputed that even if the
conversation occurred as alleged, that there was no change made requiring employees to
reapply or interview. Accordingly, the conversation had no effect on any employees and
could not possibly support a claim of manipulation of the schedule. This conversation
between Dare and Dube is alleged to have occurred prior to Mike Douglas' April 3, 2013
memorandum where he expressly explains the recall and rehiring process, which was
followed and did not deviate from past practice. (G.C. Exh. 6, p.3). Likewise, Mike Douglas
had met with Dube and Christensen on April 1, 2013. (Tr. 305:3-5). That he responded to
Dube's questions makes sense given his contemporaneous meeting with Dube. (G.C. Exh.
19). Douglas specifically informed Dube of the process. (G.C. Exh. 25). Since the alleged
interviewing and reapplication change never actually occurred, it is clear that there was no
~sThis post-hearing speculation should have been pled in the Complaint and questions asked of
witnesses. It was inappropriate for• the Genetal Counsel to attempt to invent a new theory for the
ALJD after the hearing is closed. Without waiving any objections, the theory is unsupported in
the record and contradicted by the actual evidence of record.
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deviation from past practice or a manipulation of the scheduling process. The ~1LJlJ"s
determination to the contrary was erroneous.
What servers chose to do in I~I~y 2011 before the suanmer bicl cornpa~ed to what
servers chose to do ~n 11!Iarch 2013 does not siep~sor°t ~ claim that the Space Needle
mani~ulates~ a schedule. The E1LJD erroneously found and concluded that set•vers in 2011
immediately before the summer bid chose to pick up less shifts than the servers in March
2013. (ALJD p. 25). This is beside the point and is logically unsound. The Space Needle
cannot control how many shifts servers choose to pick up. That the servers who worked for
the space Needle in 2011 chose to pick up shifts before the summer bid in different numbers
or ratios than the servers who worked for• the Space Needle in 2013, is indicative of nothing.
The servers make the decision to pick up shifts using their seniority. The Space Needle does
not. There was absolutely no evidence in the record that would support a speculative
statistical theory that how many shifts servers chose to add in May 2011 shows that their
choices in 1Vlarch 2013 were suspicious.
Exceptions #43. The AI,JD erg°oneously failed to consider, find and conclude that the
General C'ou~►sel failed carry its burden by failing to establish ar► adverse action against
the alleged cdiscrimin~tees.
Under Wright Line, the General Counsel first must prove by a preponderance of the
evidence that an employee's protected activity was a motivating factor in an employer's
adverse action against the employee. Donaldson By°os. Ready Mix, Inc., 341 NLRB 958, 964
(2004). As a threshold matter, this requires the establishment that the alleged discriminatees
suFfered an adverse action. Kennametal, Inc., 358 NLRB No. 10~, ~ 12 (2012) (Gene~•al
Counsel has the burden of establishing an adverse action was motivated by anti-union
considerations). The General Counsel must establish that some action by the respondent
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caused an adverse effect on the term and conditions of employment of one or more
employees. Newcor Bay City Division, 351 NLRB 1034, 1036 (2007).
The only alleged action is the addition of 25 shifts to the March 25 schedule, and the
conversion of 5 on-call shifts to regular shifts. It is undisputed that management does not
know how many laid off servers will make it onto the schedule when shifts are added to the
schedule. (Tr. 334:21-335:12; 861:24-863:7). The more senior servers on the schedule
chose to add 15 of the 25 new shifts and picked up the 5 converted on-call shifts. The most
senior laid-off servers (Armco and Lindsay) elected to take the leftover shifts. This is
completely consistent with the longstanding practice, which was never deviated from. The
ALJD's findings and conclusions must be reversed. The Space Needle took no adverse
action. There has been no identification of an adverse action. The amount of shifts added
was consistent with business forecast, the staffing levels were consistent with staffing levels
in prior years under similar conditions, and the amount of shifts could have resulted in Dube
making it onto the schedule. Respondent did nothing adverse. The General Counsel failed
to carry its burden.
Exceptions #4450: The AI..TD erroneously f~ilecd to Vinci end conclude that the General
Counsel h~cl f~ilecl to establish that any of the alleged aniYnus was ~ motivating factor in
and ~civerse action taken against employees.
The required elements of discrimination include protected activity by the employee,
employer knowledge of the activity, and employer animus. St. George Warehouse, Inc., 349
NLRB No. ~4, fn.28 (2007); Willamette Industries, 341 NLRB 560, 562 (2004); Fanner Bros
Co., 303 NLRB 638, 649 (1991). Put another way,"the General Counsel must establish that
the employees' protected conduct was, in fact, a motivating factor" in the adverse
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employment action. Webco Industries, 334 NLRB 60~, fn.3 (2001);1 Stamping Specialty
Co., 294 NLRB 703, 713 (1989)(layoff was not unlawful where, inter alia, the evidence did
not show that the resulting workforce prevented the employer from satisfying orders); St.
Vincent Medical Center, 338 NLRB 88~, X94 (2003)(this process is not intended to allow
the substitution of the NLRB for that of the employer in deter°mining how to run its
business). Though knowledge of protected activity is an element, it does not follow that
proof of that element will constitute proof of animus. Caribe Ford, 34~ NLRB No. 74, n.~
(2006)."To hold otherwise is to pile inference on top of inference."Id.
The ALJD findings and conclusions of purported animus on ALJD pages 17-27, are
erroneous, speculative, and unsupported by the record and fail to establish that there existed
animus towards Dube or other unrecalled employees for Union activity, oi~ that protected
conduct was a motivating factor in server staffing decisions made by the Space Needle.
Evidence of animus must be sufficient to support and inference that an alleged
discriminatee's protected activity was a motivating factor in the employer's adverse
employment action. WNight Line, 251 NLRB 103,1089 (190). As indicated, the General
Counsel failed to establish an adverse employment action. Likewise, the General Counsel
failed to establish that protected activity somehow motivated any such adverse employment
action. Dube has engaged in Union activity throughout her time at the Space Needle.
(G.C. Exh. 35);'~ Newcor Bay City Division, 351 NLRB 1034, 1039-40 (2007)(the Board

160n1y if the General Counsel establishes each element, does the burden of persuasion shift to the
employer. Wright Line, supra at 1089; Cori°ections CoNporation of A~~rerica, 347 NLRB No. 62
(2006); SCate Plaza, Inc., 347 NLRB 755 (2006). The burden shifts only if the General Counsel
establishes that protected conduct was a "substantial or motivating factor in the employer's decision."
Budrovich Contacting Co., 331 NLRB 1333 (2000).
~~The Space Needle has never challenged that Julia Dube, along with many othez• of its employees,
engaged in Union activity. There was nothing unusual about Dube's Union activity that would lead
one to even speculate that management would be engaged in some "grand conspiracy" against her.
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has declined to draw an inference of discrimination when the Genet•al Counsel picks a selfserving date in an effort to show that timing of an adverse action is suspicious).
The General Counsel has not established a causal link between the purported
protected activity of Dube and the staffing level determinations that occurred from MarchJune 2013. It is undisputed that those staffing decisions and practices were in accord with
business levels and did not deviate from past practices. The General Counsel failed to
establish that any staffing level determinations in March 25, 2013, or afterwards, were
tainted by motivation to retaliate against Julia Dube or any other server for purported Union
activity or protected conduct.
Exceptions #51-52. The AI,.TI) e~-rotaeously failed to fnil anal conclude that the General
Counsel had not alleged `lt 6GCOlI`c1l~I"61~ d`c~ITl`~~~99 or 66 ~"~InOUdI`c~~~99 theory and that the
evidence did not support such a theory.
Midway through the Employer's case at the hearing, the General Counsel belatedly
moved to amend its Complaint to assert a theory of "camouflage," and that request was
granted over objection by the Employer's counsel. During the hearing, the General Counsel
apparently realized that both Dube and Tracey McCauley (the person above Dube in
seniority) did not make it onto the March 25 schedule because there were not enough shifts
left over after the existing servers picked up shifts according to seniority. As a result, the
General Counsel impermissibly tried to side-step its prima facie requirements by alleging
camouflage or collateral damage. Kennernetal, 358 NLRB No. 108, *13 (2012) (rejecting
General Counsel effort to use "camouflage" theory to side-step prima facie requirements).
Moreover, such a speculative conspiracy theory was unsupported by record evidence.
The General Counsel presented no substantial evidence as to why Dare would find such
"camouflage" necessary or would believe it to the benefit of the Space Needle to place more
than enough shifts that 4 servers potentially (including Dube) could have been recalled from
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layoff in March 2013, and have two sei°vers recalled from layoff after the shifts were chosen
based upon seniority. The ALJI~'s camouflage finding and conclusion is unsupported by any
record evidence and must be rejected.
Excet~tion #53. Even if the General Counsel hacl presented a p~°imc~ facie case end
carried its ultimate burden, the AI, er°roneausly failed to fnd and cor►elude that the
Space Needle hid fleet its ~~~lY'yYdattV~ CI~~~113~ ~~' shovaing that the same a~tflon would
have occurs°ed re~~~°dless of Union Activity<
Assuming arguendo that the General Counsel established its p~°in~a facie case and its
ultimate burden, the Space Needle clearly established its affil°mative defense. "The existence
of protected activity, employer knowledge of the same, and animus does not standing alone,
provide the causal nexus sufficient to conclude that the protected activity was a motivating
factor For the adverse employment action." Sheare~'s Foods, Inc., 340 NLRB 1093, n.4
(2003); see also American Ga~^dens Management Company, 338 NLRB 644, 645 (2002).
Instead, it merely shifts the burden to the employer to show by a preponderance of the
evidence that the same alleged adverse action would have happened even in the absence of
the protected activity. Desert Toyota, 346 NLRB No. 3 (2005); Webco Industries, 334
NLRB 608, n.3 (2001); Avondale Industries, Inc., 329 NLRB 1064, 1066 (1999); T&J
Trucking Co., 316 NLRB 771 (1995); Manno Electric, Inc., 321 NLRB 27~ fn. 12 (1996);
Neptco, Inc., 346 NLRB 18, 19(2005).
Dube would not have been recalled regardless of protected activity. The record
clearly shows that during the timefi~ame in question the only persons who made it onto the
schedule were Amico, Lindsay, Liston, and Lum, all of whom are above McCauley in
seniority who is in turn above Dube in seniority. It is undisputed that past practice was
followed. It is undisputed that business levels were nearly identical in 2013 as they were in
201 1. It is undisputed that with those same business levels, the staffing levels and meals per
man hour were exactly the same in 2011 and 2013. When the additions were made to the
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March 25, 2013 schedule, the amount of shiFts added to the schedule was correct for the
business levels. As McCauley was not recalled, Dube also would not have been recalled.
There existed no business justification for adding shifts after the addition to the
March 25, 2013 schedule. After her recall window expired, Dube needed to reapply in order
to be rehired. She reapplied, was oFfered a position by the Space Needle, but refused the
Space Ieleedle's offer of rehire.l~ Regardless of any alleged protected activity, the result
would be the same. The affirmative defense is met and the allegations are without merit.
Once it is understood that the amount of shifts added was correct, and that there was
no deviation from past practice in the addition of those shifts, what occurs afterwards is not
even subject to management action. It is undisputed that seniority determines the order in
which recalls from layoff occur. Dube had less seniority than the two persons recalled from
layoff in March 2013. Dube had less seniority than the two persons who returned from
medical leave in May 2013. Dube had less seniority than Tracey McCauley, who also was
not recalled from layoff. It is therefore clear that Dube would not have been recalled from
layoff regardless of her protected or union activity.
That Dube did not make it onto the schedule was the direct result of the established
practice and seniority. At no point during Dube's layoff does the record show that the Space
Needle deviated from the practice of filling shifts by seniority order, from its normal and
historical staffing levels, or otherwise "should99 have placed more shifts on the schedule until
there were enough left over that Dube would be recalled from layoff. The question here is
not whether the staffing decisions were the best decisions, but whether the staffing decisions
were discriminatorily motivated. Newcor Bay, 351 NLRB at 1040; Gem Urethane Corp.,
284 NLRB 1349 (1987). There is no dispute that the staffing decisions added the appropriate

18 See Exceptions, pp. 54-55.
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number• of shifts and servers compare to the exact same levels in 2011. There is no dispute
that there was no deviation from past practice. As noted above, the staffing levels, hours per
server, and guests count comparison between 2011 and 2013 all show that the Space Needle
was adequately staffed during the timeframe in question. Accordingly, Dube failing to make
it onto the schedule would have happened regardless.
The hearing r•ecoi•d shows that Douglas was correct in his April 3, 2013 determination
that the space Needle was adequately staffed and there existed no business justification foiadditional staffing after shifts were added the week of March 25, 2013.

Douglas'

determination that April 2013 would proceed like April 2011, and unlike 2012, was correct.
The staffing levels were identical. For the nearly identical business levels in each year, on
April 3 there were 39 servers on the schedule in 2013 and 38 servers on the schedule in 201 1.
On May 13, 2013 (first day after Dube's recall window expired), there were 40 servers on the
schedule in 2013 and 40 servers on the schedule in 201 1. Dube would not have been recalled
regardless of protected activity.
The ALJD erroneously rejected the affirmative defense based upon the ALJD's
unsupported and ert•oneous findings and conclusions relating to "manipulation of the
schedule." As has been shown, there is no basis in the record for those erroneous findings
and conclusions. There is no evidence in the record that employees were forced to pick up
shifts. The evidence is to the contrary. There was no deviation from past practice in the
placing the shifts on the schedule and following seniority. Business levels completely and
historically justified the number of shifts and servers on the schedule. There existed no basis
for adding shifts to the schedule after the addition to the March 25, 2013 schedule.
Respondent's affirmative defense was established.
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I,~~T~~ Co~~V~rlc~~rl~vG O~Tio~ts ~o ~v~rLO~~~s
Exc~ptioras 56~59< The 1~I.JI) erres~ by finding that the February 5, 2013 letters to
erraployees violated Section ~(~)(1) of the Act.
The information contained in the letters with respect to dues authorization was
necessary as the Union was demanding the Space Needle restart deduction of dues and the
Space Needle needed to be ready to do so if and when it was determined whether the Union
was correct as to whether WKYC-TV required deductions to resume. (Tr. 664:17-25; 7~1:5100).19 The letters were provided to inform employees on these topics and because a number
of questions had been asked since the dues cessation. ('Tr. 741:11-742:16; 742:17-744:12;
744:13-746:23; 749:1-20).
It is well established that an employer violates the Act if it deducts dues from an
employee's wages without valid authorization by the employee. General Instf°un~ents Corp.,
262 NLRB 1178 (1982); Mode O'Day Co., 280 NLRB 253 (1986). Informing the employees
of the status of dues deductions, ensuring the employees' individual choice as to dues
authorization, and answering employee questions was the Space Needle's lawful purpose in
sending i;he February 5, 2013 letters to the employees. (Tr. 681:24-684:1; 741:11-745:11;
G.C. Exhs. 26, 27 and 28). The dues deduction practice as outlined in the parties' expired
labor agreement required that if the employee had decided to cease having dues deducted

19 When dues were being deducted regularly prior to the cessation of the program in May 2012, the
status of dues authorization would be updated with each payroll. (Tr. 781:5-10). With the [Jnion's
demand that dues restart, the information needed to be updated all at once. (Tr. 664:17-25). The
Space Needle needed to understand where employees were with respect to the dues authorization if
the program was going to be restarted as a result of the Union's demand. (Tr. 699:1119). Among
other issues, the Union had provided inaccurate information, including inaccurate descriptions of
deductions for individuals for whom there existed no authorization. (Tr. 665:8-14). That is a
problem because the Space Needle cannot deduct money ft~om an employee's paycheck without the
proper authorization and accurate information. (Tr. 665:15-17). The information relating to dues
authorization status and vetting the inaccurate information ft•om the Union was the administrative
purpose of the spreadsheet. (Tr. 731:14-732:17; R. Exh. 19).
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such notice was required to be given to both the employer and the Union. (G.C. ~xhs. 33,
p. 2). The language in the February 5, 2013 letters sent to the employees states:
Whether or not you join the union, it will not impact your wages, benefits or
seniority, and you will still be eligible to participate in the medical and
pensions plans. We are not suggesting that you do or do not resign your
membership in the union, but we want you to be aware of our understanding of
your options.
This language is completely in accord with longstanding Board precedent:
Established Board principle holds that while employers may not solicit
employees to withdraw from union membership, they may, on the other hand,
bring to employees' attention then right to resign from the union and revolve
dues-check-off authorizations so long as the communication is free of threat
and coercion or promise of benefit. In both Pef°kips Machine Co. and Cyclops
Corp.,the Board approved the employer's supplying of withdrawal information
and forms.
Ace Ha~dwai°e Corp., 271 NLRB 1174, 1174-75 (1984).
In the present case, the language of the letters follows the language of the lawful
letters in PeNkins Machine Co., Cyclops Corp., and Peoples Gas System; cor~~paNe G.C. Exhs.
26, 27, 28 and 29 with Peoples Gas System, 275 NLRB at 508-509. There was no showing
by the General Counsel that the Space Needle provided anything other than a notification of
the option, among the other options, and a sample form letter. The Space Needle did izothing
beyond that ministerial and passive aid.20
Accordingly, there was nothing unlawful about the letters, which followed long
standing Board precedent and the language found lawful by that Board precedent. The
ALJD erroneously relied upon Air Flow Equipment, Inc., 340 NLRB 415, 418 (2003) and

Z~In fact, the General Counsel did not call any bargaining unit members to testify about ever having
requested a sample withdrawal form, or any communications whatsoever between management and a
bargaining unit member• when such a sample form was requested by a bargaining unit member•. The
record is completely devoid of any substantial evidence of assistance, communication, or even
discussion about sample withdrawal letters between Space Needle management and employees.
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Register Guard, 344 NLRB 1142, 1143-44 (2005),~i to find and conclude the letters were
unlawful despite their obvious lawfulness. The ALJD did so based on the erroneous finding
and conclusion relating to the dues deduction agreement (discussed supra), and the erroneous
finding and conclusion that the Space Needle unlawfully tracked employee sympathies
(discussed immediately below).
E~ceptaons 60-62: T'he ~SI.JD er~•oneously found ~n~ coneluded that tl~e Space Needle
unlawfully tracked employee act~an to obtain and coanplete union ~•es~~~ataon fo~•rns.
The ALJD erroneously determined that the Space Needle may not know who is
ceasing their dues through withdrawal from the Union because somehow it reveals union
sympathies. (ALJD p. 8). This is not true. "Employees' opposition to dues check-off is
irrelevant to the issue of whether they support the union .... employees may prefer to pay
their dues only at convenient times or in person, or may even be `free riders' who desire and
accept union representation without joining the union and paying dues." In re Metro Health,
Inc., 334 NLRB 555, 556 (2001); Landmarklntern. Trucks, Inc. v. NLRB, 775 F.2d 148, 149
(6th Cir. 1985)(non-coercive letter was not rendered coercive by the employer's request that it
be notified of resignations by its employees). The sample withdrawal letters were pt•ovided
in connection with dues authorization and specifically state: "One option to you of you do

~i Air Flow Equipment, Inc., involved a union organizing campaign and the return of authorization
cards and there existed other threats and coercion against the employees. The employer monitored
who actually returned their• authorization cards by giving them the afternoon off to do so. Likewise,
Register Guard involved a union organizing campaign where the employer had engaged in other
coercive activity (solicitation of grievances and promises of wage increases). The present case
involves a long and stable bargaining history from the 1980s, and a sample union withdrawal form
provided upon request, not authorization cards in the context of a union campaign. Here, provision
of a sample form does not tell the space Needle whether the employee intended to fill out the form,
give the form to a friend, bring the form to the Union for evaluation of whether it is an unfair labor
practice, and so forth. The Space Needle provided a sample form—nothing else, which is lawful.
Unlike in an election campaign, here an expired labor agreement existed, from which there could not
be unlawful unilateral change, and required notice to the Einployei• of the employee's choice as to
cessation of dues deduction. (G.C. Exhs. 33, p. 2).
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not v~ish dues to be cled~cte~l from your chick is to resign union membership."
(G.C. Exh. 25 and 26)(emphasis added). However, for employees who had not joined the
Union, there was no such statement. (G.C. Exh. 27). Acco1-dingly, the provision of the
option related solely to whether the employee desired to cease having dues deducted by
electing the union withdrawal option. The ALJD properly found and concluded that
knowledge of dues authorization or cessation was something the Space Needle was entitled
to know. (ALJD p. 9).~~
The same reasoning applies to the Space Needle knowing pursuant to the expired
labor agreement if an employee has chosen to not have dues deducted by resigning union
membership. Providing a sample withdrawal letter when requested by employees is lawful.
Pei°kips Machine Co., 141 Ie1LRB 697, 700 (1963)(providing sample withdrawal letter• does
not violate the Act); Ace Hardware Corp., 271 NLRB 1174, 1174-7575 (1984); Cyclops
Corp., 216 NLRB 857 (1975)(it was lawful to inform employees of their right to withdraw
and request employee notification to employer of union withdrawal so dues would not be
improperly deducted); Peoples Gas System, 275 NLRB 505, 505-09 (1985) (there is no
distinction between Perkins and the instant case with respect to the contractual requirement
for notification of employee action).
There was no evidence of record whatsoever that the Space Needle was in any way
aware of withdrawal from the Union for reasons other than employee choice as to cessation
22The issue was whether an employee was choosing to cease dues authorization tht•ough the Union
withdrawal option (G.C. Exhs. 26, 27, 28, and 29), which the Space Needle must know as part of any
dues deduction program as properly found and concluded by the ALJD, and which the expired labor
agreement of which there can be no unilateral change requires there be notice to the employer. (G.C.
Exh. 33, p. 2). No person ever testified that there was tracking of employee withdrawals unrelated to
cessation of dues deduction, or that employee withdrawals unrelated to request for cessation of dues
deduction was ever even contemplated in this case. Landmark Intern. Trucks, 775 F.2d at 149, and
Cyclops Corp., 216 NLRB 857(1975)(it was lawful to inform employees of their right to withdraw
and request employee notification to employer of union withdrawal so dues would not be improperly
deducted).
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of dues deduction, or that the Space Needle in any way monitored, provided assistance to, or
attempted to discern such conduct unrelated to the dues authorization issue.23
~xce~tion 63-65a The AI,.TD erroneo~~sly found and concluded that Hurr►an resources
IVianager° Seth Rec~cl~w~y coerced ~n employee by telling hi~r► that ~f he signed a clues
~uthorizatior► form, he would ov~~ six months of beck slues°
An ALJ's credibility findings may not be contradictory to the clear preponderance of
all the relevant evidence. Standard Dry Wall Products, 91 NLRB 544 (1950). When an 11LJ
looks beyond demeanor and uses other factors in the ALJ's credibility conclusions, the Board
conducts an independent examination and comes to its own credibility determinations.
Canteen Coyp., 202 NLRB 767, 769 (2002); Stara°aft Aef°ospace, 346 NLRB 1228, 1231
(2006). Here, the ALJD found and concluded that Reddaway was a credible witness whose
composure was remarkable and her competence undeniable. The ALJD's determination that
Reddaway coerced Lee Plaster was based upon issues beyond demeanor of the witnesses,
which the NLRB independently reviews.
The conversation between Reddaway and Plaster involved Plaster obtaining and
filling out a dues deduction authorization form (Tr. 15:8-25), which it is undisputed is a
lawful topic of conversation pursuant to the findings and conclusions in the ALJD. Plaster
did not have a signed payroll dues authorization form in his file and wanted to sign such an
authorization. (Tr. 401:1-5). The ALJD erroneously determined that a statement that an

23 If an employee requested a form it would sometimes be known by the employer that the employee
had asked for such a form. (Tt•. 800:18-24; 798:7-12). Certainly, if Board precedent allows an
employer to provide a sample form upon request, it is not unlawful to know if an employee has
requested such a form. When the form was requested ft•om managers, Human Resources would
sometimes be aware if a given form was issued put~suant to an employee's request, but would not
always know to whom the form was given. (Tr.: 192:4-8). There was no substantial evidence
whatsoever presented that any manages• at the Space Needle openly solicited employees to sign union
withdY•awal letters or• ever• discussed such sample letters outside the information provided in the
letters. The letters state:"We are not suggesting that you do or do not resign your membership in the
union..." (R. Exhs. 26, 27, and 28 at p. 2).
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employee would owe back dues is "of dire financial consequences to an employee because
he opted to take advantage of payroll dues deduction would prove daunting in any
circumstances." This is unsupported by the record because it is undisputed that Pl~stei• did
r►at owe any hack clues. (Tr. 397:19-22). The meeting by all accounts was routine, with
Plaster testifying that he filled out the dues deduction authorization form and the meeting
was over. (Tr. 394:5-19).
Plaster's memory of the contemporaneous events surrounding that conversation was
not clear. (Tr. 399:20-400:21). Reddaway testified that she did not make the statement that
Plaster alleges. (Tr. 747:25-74:25). Significantly, Reddaway did. not possess information
that would show her the back dues a given employee owed or any information at all about
back dues owed to the Union. (Tr. 748:4-90). Reddaway never believed that if an employee
requested dues deductions that the dues deductions would come out of the employee's first
check. (Tr. 748:4-24).z`~

The ALJD erred by stating that Reddaway's testimony was

inconsistent. The answers relied upon by the ALJD were two different questions. (Compare
Tr. 747:25-748:3 with Tr. 748:10-12). The alleged inconsistent answers are not
inconsistent—they were two different questions. Reddaway was further questioned about
her memory and whether she made the statement. Reddaway explained that she does not
recall that conversation because there is no way she could have made the statement as she
had no knowledge of any back dues being owed at the time she was alleged to have made the

24Reddaway fields such questions from employees, and from managers on behalf of employees, and
there is no allegation from any other employee that Reddaway or any manager conveyed inaccurate
or mistaken information to an employee about back dues. (Tr. 749:1-20). Reddaway is an
experienced human resources manager, the "go-to" person for answering of questions for Space
Needle managers and employees involving the Union, and is the person who handles grievances and
unfair labor practice charges for the Space Needle. (Tr. 710:1-711:8; 746:18-23). If Reddaway does
not know an answer to a question, she does not guess—she reaches out to legal counsel to determine
the correct answer•. (Tr. 746:24-747:10).
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statement. (Tr. 788:25-789:21). The logical conclusion on the evidence of record is that
Plaster must have misheard or does not remember• exactly what Reddaway said.
Furthermore, the purported statement, even if Plaster is credited, is a misstatement
and not unlawful. Galloway School Lines, Inc., 30~ NLRB 33 (1992) (the Board held no
violation of Section ~(a)(1) despite that the statement was inaccurate and given in a speech to
ail unit employees); CL Frank Management, LLC, 358 NLRB No. ll 1, '~16 (2011)("at
worst, I find them to be nothing beyond non-coercive misstatements of fact that lacked the
heavy-handed, chilling characteristics" of what has been defined as coercive conduct under
Board law). Furthermore, the Board has held that misstatements of the law regarding
employee union obligations do not violate Section 8(a)(1) because such statements are not a
threat that the employer would decide to take any action or impose any dire consequences on
the employee.25 New Process Co., 290 NLRB 704, 707 (1980; Daniel Construction, 257
NLRB 1276 (1981). Plaster's memory of the alleged statement by Reddaway if credited is
about what the Union would do, not what the Space Needle would do. It is not coercive.
Accordingly, for all the foregoing reasons, the charge stating that Reddaway coerced Plaster
by stating that if he signed a dues authorization form he would owe six months of back dues
(Complaint, ¶9) must be dismissed.26

25Here, the record is devoid of proof that the purported statement by Reddaway, even if made, was
false. There was no evidence that the Union did not intend to collect back dues from employees,
unlike Plaster, who had not been paying dues.
26 It should be noted that this statement alleged in the Complaint does not even make sense. Whether•
you. owe back dues to the Union is not premised upon whether• you sign a dues authorization Ioi•
deduction of back dues or not. The notion that an experienced human resources person like Beth
Reddaway would think that signing a dues deduction authorization form legally triggered how much
a person owed in back dues to the Union is nonsensical on its face.
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For the foregoing r°easons, Respondent respectfully requests the AL7D Findings,

Conclusions and Oi°der be reversed aid the Complaint dismissed.

I)t~'I'EI) at Seattle, Washington this 2°a day of April, 2014
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